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Learning experience design of verbal prompts in virtual reality-based training for autistic children
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This study aimed to explore the design and development of verbal prompts in virtual reality (VR)-based social skills training for autistic children. Autism indicates a category with neurodiversity that influences individuals’ capability to engage in social and cognitive tasks. This complex neurodevelopmental condition manifests in a wide array of patterns, featuring unique experiences of each individual. This study explored both advantages and challenges encountered when autistic children interact with verbal prompts in multi-user, desktop VR-based social skills training. Our explanatory case study involved VR-based learning experiences of four autistic children. We used a qualitative thematic analysis to analyse the study participants’ interaction patterns with verbal prompts in the VR-based training. Our research can contribute to both theoretical knowledge and practical design guidelines for the creation of verbal prompts in desktop VR-based training programmes tailored for autistic children.
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Introduction

Autism is a diverse and complex neurodevelopmental condition that can affect how an individual communicates and interacts with others, as well as their behaviour patterns (Newman et al., 2000). Although there is an argument why autism occurs, research presumably considers that both genetics and the environment play a role (Bai et al., 2019). Research states that autistic learners generally undergo verbal and nonverbal communication difficulties (Yoder et al., 2013). This also relates to autistic learners’ social interaction challenges that involve both forming friendships and identifying social cues and norms (Cresswell et al., 2019; Heerey et al., 2003). In addition, autistic learners largely experience attention and focus deficits when gathering, collecting and synthesizing information (Allen & Courchesne, 2001).

In recent years, virtual reality (VR) has been widely used as a popular tool for supporting autistic learners, especially in the area of social and cognitive skills training.
VR has been advantageous to creating a safe and controlled learning space that allows autistic learners to practice their social skills (Dixon et al., 2020). Previous studies reported ways to integrate desktop VR into therapeutic and training interventions for autistic learners (Bradley & Newbut, 2018; Didehbani et al., 2016; McCleery et al., 2023). Desktop VR involves exploring 3D environments via a standard computer screen. Such uses of VR have presented full potential in providing in-situ and meaningful learning experiences and support for autistic learners.

While VR-based social skills training has become widely adopted over time (Chen et al., 2022), there is still a need for empirical research (Barletta et al., 2023; Moon et al., 2023; Schmidt & Glaser, 2021) to explore the optimized learning experience design for autistic learners (Glaser et al., 2022) when they interact with verbal prompts during VR-based training sessions. Given that autistic learners often experience high levels of social anxiety and challenges in understanding social norms (Briot et al., 2020), instructional support that guides their attention and provides a clue of social interaction behaviours in social skills training is critical. Specifically, it is crucial to explore the optimized design of prompts that delivers and selects educational and therapeutic support for autistic learners. The use of prompts – instructional techniques designed to trigger desired actions and responses – has been widely adopted in autism studies (MacDuff et al., 2001). Prompts can take various forms, including visual, verbal and modelling prompts (Jones & Zarcone, 2014; Olson et al., 2015).

In comparison to other prompting approaches, verbal prompts have been shown to be especially effective in training interventions for individuals with autism, thanks to their flexibility and immediacy (Drasgow et al., 1998; Koegel et al., 1992). They allow for precise, adaptable instruction that can meet the complex and individual needs of learners. However, the specific application of verbal prompts in VR-based training settings remains underexplored. Given the individual differences among autistic children, understanding their unique developmental characteristics is crucial in designing effective verbal prompts for VR-based social skills training. This study aims to address this gap by asking the following questions: What influence does the use of verbal prompts within a VR-based social skills training programme have on the social interaction behaviours of middle school autistic children? How does it affect their understanding of social cues? Additionally, what impact does it have on their overall engagement? And how can these prompts be optimized to individual learner needs?

Literature review

Virtual reality-based training for autistic individuals

Social skills training, as part of empowering learning approaches, has been generally used to enhance autistic individuals’ social competence (Laugeson et al., 2012). Social competence involves individuals’ capability to understand complex or implicit social cues and perform responsive and appropriate social skills tailored to dynamic social circumstances and their change. This training aims at nurturing each person’s unique capacity to understand a variety of social cues and contexts that include the dynamic nature of social interactions. As a prominent theoretical account for autism research, theory of mind (ToM) explains that individuals have the ability to keep various mental states – beliefs, emotions and intentions that are different than their
own. ToM suggests how to understand strategies and support that can empower autistic individuals to navigate social interactions tailored to their needs or preferences (Heerey et al., 2003; Leslie et al., 2004). Research suggests that autistic individuals may often experience social interactions differently (Heerey et al., 2003; Szumski et al., 2019), and these differences are important in shaping how social skills training is approached. The goal here is to construct a learning environment that highly values these differences, offering chances to practice and develop social behaviours and norms that are responsive to interactions with various people.

In decades, virtual reality (VR) has been widely serving as a digital platform for social skills training for autistic individuals (Didehbani et al., 2016; Ke & Im, 2013; Ke et al., 2022; Lorenzo et al., 2023; Schmidt & Glaser, 2021). The benefits of VR include the ability to customize and personalize interventions that can foster autistic individuals’ engagement and personal interests. This adaptability of VR not only aligns with each individual’s unique learning pace and preferences but also cultivates their engagement. 3D simulations through VR provide realistic social scenarios that allow autistic individuals to identify, practice and evaluate social interaction behaviours in safe and controlled settings. Due to its benefits, VR has been particularly used for various therapeutic settings. In autism research, social scenarios can be built and delivered to emulate real-life situations that autistic individuals could find challenging, such as crowded public places, social gathering that require interpersonal conversations under a low-stress and controlled environment.

Despite the wide use of VR in social skills training, there is a design challenge that autistic individuals are likely to undergo sensory overload that results in distractions (Jones et al., 2020). Accordingly, to overcome this challenge, additional support may be necessary to guide individuals’ attention and ensure they are able to perform social interaction skills as intended in the VR-based learning environment. In particular, VR has a great benefit in social skills training for autistic children. Autistic individuals often experience social communication difficulties, alongside restricted and repetitive behaviours. Lahiri et al. (2015) report that VR reduces the anxiety among autistic learners. They observed that a 3D virtual world may help learners tackle stressful scenarios without the fear of real-world consequences. Ke and Im (2013) also found that VR was useful to promote the social skills development of high-functioning autistic children.

### Verbal prompts in social skills training for autistic individuals

In educational research, verbal prompts refer to verbal cues or hints given by an instructor to guide a student’s desirable behaviours (Green, 2001; Meadan et al., 2013). Prompts can take many forms, including questions, statements and reminders (Chi et al., 2001; Chi & Wylie, 2014). Prompts can be explicit statements that call for an individual’s specific action, such as ‘Please, sit down and share your toys with your friend’. Alternatively, prompts can be designed as open-ended questions to foster deeper thinking and problem-solving. For example, ‘How would you solve this problem? What might happen if you try option A?’ The aim of prompts is to provide a structured template and support for learners and keep them focused on the task at hand (Milley & Machalicek, 2012). Even in computer-based instruction settings, verbal prompts have been used to engage students in interactions with computers by guiding their attention during ongoing tasks (Goldsmith & LeBlanc, 2004; Lorah
et al., 2015). Verbal prompts may be delivered through an instructor’s narration or text in a computer system that reminds students of the subsequent actions that should be performed.

In general, prompts have been widely utilized in training interventions for autistic learners (Aljehany & Bennett, 2020; Katz, 2021; Sundberg et al., 2000). Research reports that prompts can be delivered through methods such as video modelling and direct instruction in interventions for autistic learners (Bell, 2022; McCoy & Hermansen, 2007). Especially, among various types of prompts, verbal prompts have been widely used thanks to its benefit in effectively providing structured and immediate guidance on behaviours in various simulated social contexts. Despite the widespread use of verbal prompts in autism research, there appears to be limited empirical research on how such support mechanisms can be integrated into VR-based training for autistic learners (Maples-Keller et al., 2017). Existing literature primarily focuses on verbal prompts in in-person intervention settings, leaving a gap in understanding their application within a virtual world. Hence, research exploring how to effectively design, deliver and contextualize verbal prompts in VR-based training is needed. Understanding the specific interaction needs and learning preferences of autistic learners can enhance the quality of verbal prompts, thereby increasing the effectiveness of VR-based training.

**Learning experience design framework**

Learning Experience Design (LXD) is an interdisciplinary field that draws from various domains, including human-computer interaction, product and software design, and instructional design. Its core principles are derived from user experience design, a discipline that, despite its roots outside of academia, has significant implications for learning contexts (Law & Sun, 2012). With a strong focus on the learner’s background, preferences and instruction context, LXD aims to create meaningful and effective learning experiences. The LXD framework emphasizes the creation of learning experiences that intricately consider the practical realities and unique needs of learners. Unlike traditional Instructional Design (ID), which primarily focuses on achieving learning objectives, LXD extends beyond mere objective attainment to understand and enrich the entirety of learners’ experiences (Chang & Kuwata, 2020; Schmidt & Huang, 2022).

LXD takes into account the necessity for intuitive, user-friendly interfaces in both synchronous and asynchronous digital learning settings. It focuses on learner-centric design mitigating potential intimidation from technology, encouraging ease-of-use and fostering a more effective, self-guided learning experience. In the context of VR-based training for autistic individuals, by applying the principles of LXD, we can create personalized virtual environments that are engaging, relevant and accessible for autistic learners. For instance, LXD can guide the development of custom learning paths tailored to individual skill levels and interests. It can assist in the incorporation of multi-sensory elements that heighten engagement such as interactive tasks, auditory cues and vivid graphics. LXD can also facilitate the integration of support mechanisms like personalized verbal prompts that are adaptive to the learner’s responses. Lastly, LXD can ensure accessibility by designing controls and navigation that consider diverse motor abilities and cognitive features, thereby making the virtual environment truly inclusive for autistic learners. Glaser et al. (2022) designed and refined a 3D collaborative VR environment ‘Museum of Instructional Design (MID)’ supported by a Mozilla Hubs platform. The results showed the effectiveness
of this iterative approach, with marked improvement in user engagement, usability and learning outcomes. These study findings highlight the effectiveness and usefulness of applying LXD framework to craft VR-based interventions for autistic learners (Glaser et al., 2022).

Methods
This study's context, procedure and findings are organized based on the qualitative evidence synthesis framework SPIDER (Methley et al., 2014). This framework structures the analysis findings with following components: (1) sample, (2) phenomenon of interest, (3) design, (4) evaluation and (5) research type.

Research type
The present study adopted an explanatory case study design. This research design was chosen because it is advantageous to taking in-depth explorations of a specific phenomenon in a real-world implementation context (Ogawa & Malen, 1991). Considering previous studies that successfully applied LXD-related lens (Glaser et al., 2022; Schmidt & Huang, 2022; Vann & Tawfik, 2020), we conducted qualitative thematic analysis to yield implications on prompt design with following components: (1) engagement, (2) learning outcome, (3) usability and technology. Especially, this study aimed to uncover design implications on both challenges and promoting features on usability in using verbal prompts in VR-based training.

Participants
Aligned with a typical case sampling (convenience sampling), we recruited four school-age autistic children, aged 12–13 years and in grades 7–8, for this study. Purposive sampling was used to choose the participants, who were chosen from that satisfied the inclusion requirements for our study (Etikan et al., 2016). I intentionally included the study participants based on specific developmental characteristics they possess. Table 1 has a complete profile of each participant. All participants in this study were autistic children, characterized by being capable of literacy, despite facing challenges in social interaction performance. An orientation meeting took place before the study in order to secure parental consent and each participant’s agreement to participate in the study. The study was performed in accordance with the American Psychological Association's (2002) ‘Ethical Principles of Psychologists and Code of Conduct’ and was approved by the Institutional Review Board. Each participant received a $25 monetary incentive as compensation for their participation.

Role of the researcher
The researcher of this study took on a pivotal role spanning from the design and execution of the study to the subsequent data analysis and interpretation. During the VR-based training activities, the researcher functioned primarily as an observer, tracking the performance of participants during social interaction tasks. To foster transferability, the researchers have provided detailed descriptions of the context
Procedures

This study began by setting up Opensimulator, a desktop-based VR platform, with several iterative adjustments via design-based research for autism studies (Ke et al., 2022; Ke & Im, 2013). We then established a VR-based social skills training programme within the VR platform, designed to present a naturalistic intervention tailored to individual interests. We designed the VR platform to allow participants to create, design and engage with 3D objects and simulations. In addition, they were exposed to 3D social interaction simulations with non-playable characters (NPCs) or facilitators. Training sessions were primarily focused on social interaction tasks, which were designed to enhance participants’ social skills. Two graduate students served as facilitators for these sessions, controlling NPCs and managing automated verbal prompts. Sessions usually occurred weekly, but some students attended twice per week. The intervention period ranged from 4 to 8 weeks. This structure was maintained consistently from the first to the eighth session, with the content and tasks evolving based on the learning objectives and progress of the participants.

Table 1. Participant information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Profile</th>
<th>Observation Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participant 1</td>
<td>Grade 7, 12 years, Male, White/Caucasian</td>
<td>He was initially reserved and hesitant to engage in conversation during the orientation meeting. He had difficulty maintaining eye contact and spoke in a soft tone, which made it challenging to hear his responses. His verbal contributions were typically brief and limited to simple ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer. His reading literacy is somewhat limited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 2</td>
<td>Grade 8, 13 years, Female, African American</td>
<td>She was interested in discussing topics like animals and swimming but struggled with anxiety in maintaining conversations. During therapy, she often interrupted others with ‘hold on!’ despite it not being proper conversational behaviours. However, she showed great enthusiasm and skill in interacting with a virtual reality training environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 3</td>
<td>Grade 7, 12 years, Male, Hispanic, ADHD</td>
<td>He was an active and enthusiastic child, who enjoyed participating in after-school activities. He had a particular interest in game-like activities, especially playing video games. However, he demonstrated short attention spans and struggled to recognize facial expressions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 4</td>
<td>Grade 7, 12 years, Female, White/Caucasian</td>
<td>Throughout her intervention sessions, she demonstrated an overall sense of engagement and confidence when engaging in social conversations. Although she was initially shy during the early phase of the intervention, she gradually opened up and became more comfortable as the sessions progressed. She exhibited a strong desire to learn and demonstrated an attentive approach to the learning tasks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and the participants in the study. To gain a comprehensive understanding of the participants’ activities, the observation notes were cross-checked with other training facilitator.
Design

The researcher of this study designed a default interface of verbal prompts, which appeared as a blue dialogue window in the *Opensimulator*, as illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. The verbal prompts were triggered to appear at the top right corner of the study participant’s VR viewer screen and consisted of text messages and clickable buttons. The system-paced prompts were timed to appear at the start of each phase of the training session and included a preset number of prompt layers ($n = 3$). Study participants were able to access additional prompts by clicking the ‘More’ button if needed. The prompts were designed to stimulate the recall of appropriate social behaviours and verbal responses and delineate subsequent actions. Aligned with the particular social scenario under focus, these prompts were delivered across three stages, each limited to 5 min. Each training session embraced a cyclical design centred on a single social interaction task, fostering continuous engagement, learning and improvement.

Figure 1. An example of a verbal prompt: First to third layer.
Data analysis

For the purpose of data analysis, this study meticulously collected a rich variety of data sources from the participants. This encompassed behavioural observation records, carefully documented and analysed, as well as discourse data, facilitating a deeper understanding of the learners’ experiences and interactions within the VR environment. Study participants’ voice and character behaviours were screen- and video-recorded by Openbroadcaster. Qualitative thematic analysis was then conducted to collect and interpret evidence of design challenges and suggest design features that could be useful for the next round of verbal prompt design in VR-based training. Thematic analysis was chosen because it can identify and analyse data to uncover patterns and gain valuable insights from the data.

Assuring credibility and trustworthiness

In this study, the researcher meticulously described the participants, the setting, and the intervention process to facilitate an understanding of how the findings might transfer to other contexts. The credibility of the study was strengthened by a triangulation approach, utilizing varied data sources, including behavioural observation records and discourse data. A codebook was developed as a reference guide to ensure consistency in the interpretation of observed behaviours. The codebook provided clear definitions and examples of the behaviours of interest, serving as a standardized framework for the coding process.

Findings

In this study, the thematic analysis yielded enriched and detailed behaviour observation findings, focused on LXD evaluation components as follows: (1) engagement, (2) learning outcome and (3) usability and technology.
Engagement

Based on the observation records, all participants actively engaged with the verbal prompts provided throughout the study. Notably, each participant demonstrated an increased confidence in initiating conversations with NPCs across various social scenarios. For instance, Participant 1 initiated dialogues in 90% of the scenarios, closely followed by Participant 2 at 75%. Similarly, Participants 3 and 4 demonstrated a positive trend, initiating conversations in 70% and 60% of the scenarios, respectively. In terms of each participant’s behaviours, Participant 1, initially showed signs of social apprehension such as minimal eye contact (rotating the avatar against other characters) and reluctance to initiate conversations, underwent a significant transformation. By the study’s conclusion, this participant was initiating dialogues in 90% of the scenarios. This change was particularly evident in a virtual design project scenario, where Participant 1 confidently took on a leadership role. Participant 2, initially more reserved, exhibited a gradual increase in engagement within the virtual marketplace scenario, successfully navigating complex bargaining interactions, a task they previously found challenging. Their virtual avatar tends to become shifted from closed to more open and inviting postures, possibly indicating increased comfort and engagement in the virtual setting. Participants 3 and 4, starting from a higher baseline of virtual social confidence, demonstrated enhanced engagement in more nuanced ways. For example, Participant 3, who initially struggled with understanding virtual social cues and humour, was observed making jokes during the scenario. Participant 4 occasionally showed assertiveness in group discussions, often leading conversations. A majority, three out of four, actively relayed their messages to NPCs across the scenarios, illustrating the prompts’ effectiveness. Overall, the verbal prompts acted as behavioural aids, encouraging participants to respond appropriately to NPCs’ behaviours. For example, when NPCs exhibited a negative mood as a task challenge, these prompts effectively guided all participants in responding with comforting social cues. This highlights the potential of prompts in modulating social interaction behaviours.

Learning outcome

Attention shifting/inhibition control

According to the observation records, the data suggests that the verbal prompts may have played a pivotal role in guiding study participants (i.e. all autistic children) – in managing their attention shifting and inhibition, perhaps improving their social skills. The prompts appeared to foster an increased awareness of different social cues and environmental contexts. However, more analysis is required to corroborate this conclusion. One example of this was a situation in a virtual cafeteria, which illustrates a complicated social setting complete with multiple cues and interactions. Here, verbal prompts acted as behavioural aids, encouraging participants to respond appropriately to NPCs’ behaviours. For example, when NPCs exhibited a negative mood as a task challenge, these prompts effectively guided all participants in responding with comforting social cues. This highlights the potential of prompts in modulating social interaction behaviours.
as more polite. Specifically, Participants 1 and 2 successfully performed social interactions responding to all phases of social interaction tasks, while Participants 3 and 4 managed most of them, respectively.

The prompts appeared particularly beneficial for those learners who had difficulties with verbal communication. Three out of the four participants suggested improvements in their communication and social skills during roleplay scenarios such as the waiter and interview roleplay. However, further investigations would be necessary in determining the extent of the verbal prompts’ effectiveness in complex social settings, a focus area of our learning outcomes.

**Potential dynamics between verbal prompts and social scenarios**

The effectiveness of verbal prompts in our study was observed to vary depending on the specific social scenarios. This variation highlights the nuanced relationship between the nature of the task and the effectiveness of the prompts. In scenarios that require active group discussions, or conflict resolution with NPCs, verbal prompts proved to be beneficial in fostering interpersonal communication skills for all four study participants. For example, in a virtual cafeteria scenario, the study participants were required to discuss conflicting arguments among peers and reach a consensus through negotiation approaches. Here, the verbal prompts guided the participants not only in being stepwise to conversations but also listening constructively to others’ thoughts. This was particularly evident in the way that the study participants used prompts to frame their action and responses aligned with the idea of turn-taking.

However, instances calling for complex cognitive processing – faced by two study participants across three separate scenarios – showed these prompts to be somewhat overwhelming. In the 3D gallery presentation scenario, for example, where study participants had to present their gallery ideas to a group of virtual visitor NPCs, verbal prompts appeared to successfully guide three out of four study participants in articulating design and engaging with the virtual audience. However, in the collaborative 3D design scenario, study participants performed tasks with coordinating with NPCs to design and construct structures within a virtual Legoland environment. In this case, verbal prompts were shown to be less useful since study participants needed to concentrate on the work at hand and found the prompts distracting.

These observations highlight the significance of adaptive verbal prompts to the task difficulty of different virtual scenarios. While prompts could largely aid social interaction and communication in certain contexts, their utility may be less effective in situations that require high levels of attention. This result echoes the potential need for adaptive prompting systems that can adjust the frequency or complexity of prompts based on the nature of tasks and learner engagement levels.

**Usability and technology**

**Verbal literacy**

Three of the four participants occasionally struggled with reading and processing text in verbal prompts, making it difficult for them to successfully react to verbal cues. This is especially difficult in the context of VR-based social skills training when learners are expected to participate in complicated social interactions with NPCs. For autistic individuals, who might often have unique needs, the difficulty of these challenges
could be amplified. In certain circumstances, autistic individuals might choose to communicate with NPCs using text chat rather than speaking. Despite all NPC conversation being conducted via text chat, some participants struggled with understanding and comprehending the implicit meaning of the information presented. This was not necessarily a reflection of their overall literacy level, as all study participants were considered to have good literacy skills. However, those with slower processing rates, attention difficulties, or challenges with working memory might find it challenging to keep pace with the dynamic and sometimes unpredictable nature of virtual interactions. The delay in processing textual information often led to missed opportunities in the conversation tasks, which could potentially impact the effectiveness of the prompts and social-skills training.

**Zoom functions in desktop-based VR settings**

Another significant challenge observed in the study was related to the usability of zoom functions in the desktop-based VR environment. Some autistic participants, particularly those with less dexterity in mouse handling, faced difficulties in effectively navigating the zoom in and out features. While these features are designed to provide a comprehensive understanding of the virtual world, they can be counterproductive if not user-friendly for all learners.

Study participants who faced difficulty in fine motor skills found using the mouse to manage zoom features particularly problematic. This often resulted in frustration and disengagement from their learning experiences. For example, when a study participant attempted to zoom in for a closer view of the object or NPC, they sometimes found it challenging to navigate back to the broader view resulting in missing out on important verbal prompts or interactions that might happen in the virtual world. This issue was exacerbated under the remote training setting of the current study, where the facilitator’s assistance to provide technical support was limited. The inability to troubleshoot the zoom-related issues swiftly and appropriately might further interrupt the autistic children’s learning experiences.

**Discussion and conclusion**

**Implications**

**Academic implications**

The current study findings can contribute to the academic understanding of VR-based training for autistic learners, particularly in the context of using verbal prompts to enhance social interaction behaviours. This preliminary research’s findings are aligned with previous studies (Moon & Ke, 2023; Vedora & Conant, 2015), reinforcing the notion that verbal prompts are instrumental in aiding autistic learners to swiftly and properly respond to social cues in varied VR social simulations. The effectiveness of verbal prompts in activating proper social interaction behaviours across different social contexts (Jung & Sainato, 2015) is a notable observation, indicating the potential of adaptive instructional strategy design in an open-ended, immersive learning environment. In addition, the observation that found the increase in positive social interactions among study participants in the training suggests that verbal prompts function more than just triggering desirable responses; they may also shape the quality and outcome of the interactions. This finding is important because
it presents the importance of structured and well-presented prompts in VR-based training environments for autistic learners. Additionally, the study finding also contributes to a broader understanding of autistic children's learning processes, echoing the need for adaptive learning systems. The variability in participant responses to verbal prompts highlights the diverse learning needs, suggesting that further studies consider various design techniques to make training flexible and adaptable to individual learners.

Design implications

The study findings have significant design implications for VR-based training programmes. First, the study highlights the necessity of adapting verbal prompts to individual learners’ specific social contexts and developmental characteristics. The diversity inherent to autistic children necessitates careful consideration of several factors when delivering the prompts. These factors involve the complexity of simulated social context, task difficulty, and the learner’s individual needs and preferences (Parsons, 2015). These learners demonstrate a wide range of interests and levels of verbal literacy that could influence their comprehension of the training's verbal and social cues. Therefore, verbal prompts’ design should be adaptable (Moon & Ke, 2023), aligning with each learner’s unique needs. Adopting such adaptive prompts, capable of harnessing learners’ diverse abilities, might be an effective strategy to boost engagement and effectiveness in a VR-based social skills training programme for autistic children. This approach could potentially pave the way for more inclusive and personalized learning experience designs and critical factors catering to neurodiverse learners (Moon et al., 2023; Parsons, 2016).

Secondly, the study raised the important technical considerations for remote VR training. The challenges faced by study participants in navigating technical features like zoom functions in desktop-based VR settings highlight the need for more user-friendly design and technical support. Trainers and facilitators should be equipped with comprehensive protocols, including alternative communication methods, to assist users in overcoming any technical challenges encountered during remote VR sessions (Adiani et al., 2022). This aspect, while a broader technical concern, is vital for ensuring the quality and accessibility of VR-based training programmes for autistic children.

Limitation and future research

While this study’s findings suggest that the delivery of verbal prompts in VR-based social skills training holds potential in fostering autistic individuals’ social skills practice, there are notable limitations to be considered in the future. First, one of the limitations of this study is the small sample size, specifically focused on four autistic children. This narrow age range limits the generalizability of our findings, as the effectiveness and impact of interventions like ours can vary widely across different developmental stages. Future studies should consider a broader and larger sample of study participants, encompassing various age groups. It is believed that the expansion of the sample can help to understand how age-related developmental differences of autistic children appear in VR-based training. Moreover, the study finding is limited in investigating the transfer effect of verbal prompts, which is connected to the
concern of over-reliance on prompts (Van Laarhoven et al., 2018) in social skills training in autism research. In other words, this study primarily investigated the immediate impact of verbal prompts without thoroughly examining their long-term impact on the transfer of social skills to their daily lives. This is a crucial aspect, indicating the potential concern of prompt over-reliance in social skills training. Future research should aim to observe and examine the effects of verbal prompts in VR-based training on delayed transfer of social skills.
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